
Reference Sires: 

 

Raff Jumbuck J125 

ID: QRFJ125 

DOB: 31/03/2013 

 

Raff Jumbuck J125 is a very special sire at Milong Angus as he has a great temperament, 

smooth shouldered, offers easy calving and is a great doer. He was purchased due to 

multiple factors but has always had extra eye appeal and was a very mobile, loose skinned 

individual. He was out of a highly fertile line of females and that has been proven through 

the bulls and females he has produced. The Raff bloodlines are ones we find of very high 

standard and match our breeding requirements, with their great temperament and easy 

calving; producing good size cows and bulls. 

 

 

Raff Pershore L169  

ID: QRFL169 

DOB: 09/03/2015 

 

Raff Pershore L169 is a bull with great capacity. The strong Scottish bloodlines are what 

drew us to him initially as we wanted to continue those key traits that we have seen 

consistently throughout our herd over the past 100 years. He has been very successful with 

mature breeding producing great sized offspring. He has sired many of the bulls we offer for 

sale as displaying the key traits including; temperament, softness, longevity and marbling.  

 

 

Raff Kingdom M93  

ID: QRFM93 

DOB: 03/09/2016 

 

Raff Kingdom M93 has produced very well at Milong Angus. He is a very large individual with 

a really quiet temperament. He has sired many of the bulls we have produced and also cows 

retained in our herd. He is very consistent of type of the Raff angus herd and is why we love 

having their genetics within our cattle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sire: Netherallan Peter Pershore E052 UK1541616100052 

Dam: Granite Bridge Dream D65 SJKD65 

Sire: Raff Kingdom K76 QRFK76 

Dam: Raff Doris D296 QRFD296 

Sire: Raff Empire E269 QRFE269 

Dam: Raff Burnette Y68 

Dam’s Sire: V D A R New Trend 315 



 

Raff Emblem H180 

QRFH180 

DOB: 14/06/2012 

 

Raff Emblem H180 was an excellent all round bull with outstanding performance on both 

heifers and mature cows, including calving ease and progeny with great eye appeal. Similar 

to all Raff bulls has a great temperament. 

 

 

 

Milong Marrar M42 

NSMM42 

DOB: 08/07/2016 

 

Milong Marrar is a good all round bull being used across both mature females and heifers. 

He has the same ability across the herd as his sire being larger framed but with immense 

calving ease ability. 

 

 

Sire: Raff Emblem E69 QRFE69 

Dam: Raff Doris Z199 QRFZ199 

Sire: Raff Stockman G424 

Dam: Milong 


